The passive modular groups mentioned in the classical theory of mechanisms are the basis modules in the construction of planar mechanisms with one degree of mobility corresponding to their linkages with four degrees of freedom. Even if thirteen solutions are presented [3, 4, 5, 6 ] only some of them are found in practice and apparently there are groups never met in the mechanisms structure.
Introduction
The inverse problem in robotics has the main purpose to establish the characteristics of the active pairs (actuators) in function of the parameters required to the effector [1, 8] . From structural point of view this situation is equivalent to have for the robot arm or pedipulator mechanical system an instantaneous degree of mobility equal to zero. In the case of the bi-mobile systems [2] the mobility instantaneously becomes zero due to the placing a connection between the basis and the extremity of the effectors and this connection being equivalent to a lower pair with two constrains and a single mobility [2] .
A bi-mobile linkage with 9 links and three loops (Table 1) may have an inverse model constituted by the following passive modular groups formed by: 2+2+2+2, 2+4+2, 2+2+4, 4+2+2, 4+4, 2+6, 6+2 or 8 elements. Some groups with 8 links are deduced from the Baranov trusses (Table 2 ) and presented in the next paragraphs. From these structures the passive modular groups already known are obtained by eliminating a link and the pairs are placed to its adjacent links [3] .
Consequently such passive modular group is an open, non-composed linkage with an even number of links. An optimal structure used either for a robot arm or for a leg of a walking robot must contain a minimum number of modular passive groups for the inverse model and also a minimum number of modular groups for the direct model. 
Numerical structural analysis and synthesis relations
The numerical analysis of the planar linkages was mainly developed by Christian Pelecudi in his reference book entitled "Mechanisms Analysis Bases" published by the printing house of the Romanian Academy in 1967. He used the contributions of F.R.E.Crossley [5] and N.I.Manolescu [6] in the field of the mechanisms structure.
The linkage is an assembly of links connected by kinematic pairs. The degree of freedom for a linkage is calculated as the difference between the degrees of freedom of the elements considered free and the connected conditions imposed by kinematic pairs.
For the fundamental linkage (linkage included only pairs with two restrictions in the relative motion of links) with n links and c lower pairs the degree of freedom L is given by c 2 n 3 L (1) The links and the independent loops are defined by their class imposed by the number of the adjacent pairs. Consequently the number n of links and the number c of pairs are the following:
From (1) and (2) the degree of freedom L becomes
The number N of the independent loops for a linkage is given by the ciclomatic number of the associated graph 1 n c N (4) and by using (2) and (3) -the degree of freedom L is independent relative to the number of the ternary elements
The general equations for the systematization of planar linkages have the following forms:
The mobility degree M of a linkage or a mechanism expresses the degree of freedom relative to one of its own link being L-3=M.
The solutions of the equations (7) are positive integers [4] and consequently the following relations are relevant for the structural synthesis of the planar linkages regardless their degree of freedom.
For the linkages with M=0 and L=3 the following relations [4] are deduced
and by using (7) one may obtain
The relations (7) The following relations for a linkage relative to the number N of the independent loops may be written [4, 5] (18) is deduced.
Numerical operators for the structural analysis and synthesis
The numerical solutions of the equations (7) and (8) (Table 3) by applying the previous operators. -from (7) it is also noted that for the same number of independent N contours are the same number of possible variants of linkages regardless their degree of freedom. -for linkages with the same degree of freedom L and N + 1 number of independent loops the solutions (7) are obtained from the lower class by raising the two units of the total number of elements or respectively ternary elements by applying the operators [4, 5] . and by means of (7) L n min 
New passive modular groups for the inverse structural models of bi-mobile mechanisms
A bi-mobile mechanism deduced from linkages with 9 links and three loops (Table 1) Most of these variants are found for the linkage L33 (Fig. 1 ) which has 12 distinct solutions for the basis and the effector ( By adopting the basis 4 and the effector 1 for which the 8 elements passive modular group is used in its inverse structural model the following constructive solution possible applied for a mobile platform [7] is given in Fig. 2 . By applying to all linkages from Table 1 the method for the structural design of bi-mobile mechanisms [2] the Baranov truss BT 17 is involved in five new passive modular groups with eight links.
In the next table there are mentioned these new groups. 
Conclusion
The paper brings in attention some aspects connected to the structural synthesis of bi-mobile planar mechanisms. This class of mechanisms is applied in robotics for robot-arms or legs-pedipulators for walking or stepping robots. The inverse structural models are based on the passive groups [1, 2] obtained from structures named Baranov trusses with zero degrees of mobility. The theoretical approach implies the numerical analysis generally made on planar linkages and especially on Baranov trusses and the generation of some new passive groups similar to those mentioned in the literature. The paper also includes suggestive constructive applications. In the next future all these new structures will be included in a scientific data basis.
